I. INTRODUCTION
The information on the web is prodigious; searching relevant information is difficult for users. The accuracy of search results is measured by relevancy of query term to webpages ranked and displayed by search engines. Even a small query term generates thousands of pages, which if not sorted can be difficult to retrieve relevant information. Search engines work hard on structuring and ranking these search results. Different methods and approaches for retrieving and ranking these search results have been suggested. There are several parameters on which search engine assign page ranking to webpages. Search engine optimization is that technique by which web masters try to influence the ranking of search results. There are various factors and parameters for SEO, which can be useful for generating higher rank but too much of optimization, can have adverse effects. SEO can be either White Hat method (suggested by search engines, whose implement improves site content) or Black Hat method (affect page ranking without improving site quality). The focus of this paper is on White Hat SEO techniques, which will be plainly called SEO throughout the paper.
World Wide Web is an ocean of information which people use every day to find relevant information. Lately due to continuous expanding size and complexity of web, retrieving useful information, effectively and efficiently has become a major concern. Various techniques have been proposed both by theoretical researchers and Company researchers. SEO techniques are used by Webmasters for providing better search facility to web crawlers. Web Crawler searches the page for relevant data, those are, keywords, link structure and popularity of page. Based on these finding every search engine create a rank for pages they index. When user send a query, matched or related keywords are searched and results are displayed depending on the scores of websites. User then selects its preferred web-pages. Ranking is based on various parameters, some are known others not. Search engine optimizers work hard to use these parameters and rank their web-pages higher in the result. Every researcher has its own opinion of using SEO techniques. In order to learn how to optimize webpages and their relevancy to search engines page ranking, how search engines use these parameters for gathering information about webpages and what SEO techniques provide better results, we need a detailed study about search engines and their page ranking strategies. To demonstrate the need of effective SEO techniques which are used by search engines, a Meta search engine, iral, is presented in this paper. Use of Meta search engines is effective as they cover a larger section of web by sending the query to various search engines. Developing Meta search engines for research such as, using different algorithms for information retrieval [26] , [27] to variations in page ranking algorithms [34] , [1] has been discussed. Every Meta search engine provides different search result to its users. The effectiveness of a MSE depends on result merging algorithm it provides.
The purpose of iral, Meta search engine is to retrieve data from two major search engines, merge and rank them using SEO parameters and produce the results to users and calculate the relevancy of user query to search results. Every search engine has its own parameters for ranking algorithms to rank webpages. Search engine crawlers use information on webpages such as title name, link structure and others to know the content of webpage. Based on these and other (unknown) parameters page ranking algorithms are formed. The on-page parameters; discussed later, are less effective in generating relevant search results as they are controlled by webmasters. In order to provide a better result experience to users, we combine the SEO parameters with results generated from Meta search engine. By combing parameters on trusted webpages, web spamming will be removed. The ranking algorithm will then generate the results based on SEO parameters. The challenge is to understand the weightage and new SEO techniques for better search results.
Rest of the paper is organized as: in section II gives brief literature review, section III provides experimental approach and results, section IV is about limitation of the research, section V gives conclusion and VI presents future work.
II. BACKGROUND LITERATURE

1) Evolution of Search Engines
Search engines can be defined as the most useful and high profile resources available on the internet. These are powerful tools used to assist the users to find the information in a large pool of data in World Wide Web [10] . According to [24] , Explosive growth of World Wide Web resulted in motivation of development of search engines to assist the users for finding desired information from pool of unmanageable data. Search engines present information in real time by using numerous algorithms and are thus better than web directories; which stores information in databases and match query for retrieving results. Some popular search engines are Google, Bing, Alta -Vista and Yahoo.
In the early years when World Wide Web was relatively small finding information on the internet was done by using Webdirectories. By 1990's it was observed that human powered categorization model was insufficient for faster and better search in World Wide Web [29] . In Archie; the first ever search engine created; it index files and menu name of FTP by using script based information gatherer [11] . This system supports only name based searches by matching user query to its database. Other models developed later were Veronica [18] which suffers from same problem of indexing. It served the same purpose as Archie while working on plain text file working for Gopher [36] . These early developments of search engines focused mainly on its ability to index web resources and retrieve the best results for users query.
Studies on web search engines were small and publications [38] , [31] , [ 34] are descriptive in nature. With the introduction of web crawlers, the World Wide Web Worm [28] indexing of documents becomes effective and efficient. The WWWW was used to index the URLs and HTML files; using title string. By 1996, Infoseek and Lycos search tools make huge collection of documents by indexing WWW; allowing users to search using keyword-based queries [15] . With emergence of Google [6] led new standards in search engines. The unique way of ranking retrieved page increases its quality.
Search engines has received good attention lately [4] , [8] , [12] , [17] , [18] , [21] , [32] , [35] describes about new algorithms to search dynamic web pages, 3d objects and images.
Fuzzy logic based experimental search engines are described in [2] , [24] , [37] . Wolfram Alpha is the new generation answer engines which perform computation using information retrieval and NLP (Natural language programming) to answer the query rather than providing list of documents [15] .
According to [23] , search engines can be classified in three categories; robot based, directory based and Meta search engines; according to information collection and service deliverable. Robot based search engines use software robots to collect and index web sites, download documents in their databases having large indexes. Upon receiving a query they search their database to generate results relevant to query. Examples are Infoseek , Alta Vista and WebCrawler [22] . Directory based search engines organize resources in tree structured directories sorted according to subject area. They collect information by artificial based or by the authors of the websites. Meta search engines are based on multiple individual search engines to extract the data.
2) An overview of Meta search engines
A Meta search engine transmits users search query simultaneously to several search engine databases of websites individually and retrieve information from all those search engines queried.
Meta search engines has received lot of attention in academic research, [12] , [23] , [24] , [34] uses meta search engines for generating search results based on their experimental information retrieval techniques. The concept of Meta search engine came from All-in-one Search page in which users select search engines from pool of different search engines. Using intelligent agents to retrieve search results were discussed in [23] . Selecting most promising search engine for information retrieval, SavvySearch [10] was developed in which, query was send parallel to 2-3 search engines but results displayed were not merged. Neural network based intelligent Meta search engines [16] , [25] . The ProFusion System [12] supports automatic and manual query dispatching, combing several features of other Meta search engines.
Experimental Meta search engines focus on system architecture such as sorting algorithms [21] and adaptive behavior [12] . Work of [3] uses two models of Meta search engine. Their study was based to enhancing the performance of Meta search engines using two different algorithms, Bordafuse and Bayes-fuse. ProThes by Braslavaski et al., (2004) revamped the design of Meta search engine by including a thesaurus component.
3) What is Search engine Optimization?
A set of techniques or actions that a web-site can undertake in order to improve its ranking/position in search engine is known as search engine optimization. It essentially involves in providing a higher ranking in search results when a user submit related query to search engines. This ranking is essential for generating higher traffic to the web-sites. Search engines generate their revenue from advertisement and sponsored links. To accommodate advertisers, search engine usually divide their search engine result pages (SERP) into organic and sponsored part. These sponsored links are costly and not every website owner can bid for it. In order to gets a higher page ranking from among millions of websites, owners/developers of websites need to invest time in organic listing. The collection of techniques for improving the organic rank of websites is a process called as search engine optimization.
Search engines are very cautious about SEO techniques (White/ Black hat) and have special guidelines, failing which they remove sites from search results. On February 7, 2006 CNN reported, Google banned BMW's German Website 1 for using doorway techniques, basically showing one page to search engines and different page to users.
The factors for optimizing websites can be categories as: 1. Keyword Analysis (Searching for best suitable keywords) 2.On-page optimization (set of techniques implied to webpages) 3. Off-page optimization (efforts using social networking and back linking) [1] , [20] i) Keyword Analysis
The quires entered by user in search engines are known as keywords and their combination is collectively known as key phrase. Keywords are important and essential for optimization of any web-site [9] . A thorough research for keywords should be done before choosing a domain name as it accounts for 20% of SEO efforts [9] . It is the first step for optimization and arguably the most important one. An effective keyword is one which has less competition (no. of websites having same keyword) and high volume (number of search for a particular keyword over a period of time) of search. Keywords can either be head terms (one or two words with high search volume) or tail terms (three or more words with less search volume). As an example, 'computer' is a head term; keyword 'cheap computer for student' is considered as a tail term. Google suggestion tools are useful for finding the density of any keywords and its global search volume [7] .
ii) On-page optimization
These techniques are implied on websites/web-pages for optimization. Search engines 'crawls' the content of websites to know its category or topic area it is relevant to. Advanced tools such as keyword analysis, content analysis and language analysis are used by search engines to categorize a certain web-page [27] . For example a search for cricket should generate those pages which are related to it. Elements which need to be considered optimizing are:
It tells about the topic of a web-page both to its users and search engines. It is the first element to get crawled by SE's [27] . Google use page title in its result page as a summary. It is written in HTML as, <title> content goes here</title> ( 
b) Meta Keywords
They are used to define the content of a web-page. They provide bunch of keywords specific to sites content. Most search engines (Google, Yahoo) penalize for abusing its use. They are widely used to provide synonyms to title tags [27] . Syntax: <meta name="keywords" content="keyword1, keyword2,
keyuword3"> (c) Meta Description
These tags are used to describe web-pages in a short plain language text. They are often considered as summary of the websites. Ideally they are written in 20-30 words and can be seen in search engines result pages (SREP) below title tags.
Syntax: <meta name="description" content="description goes here"> (d) Meta Content
It is used to declare character set of website. It is navigational tool used to show user path or hierarchy of website. It is helpful for fast and easy navigation through the website. According to some webmasters it is useful for inbound linking of web-pages which alternatively gets some points from search engines in ranking. Use of images in breadcrumb helps in earning extra points. Instead of text 'home' hyperlink a 'home' image is more suitable as it can further contain alt text, explained above, and thus treated as anchor text
Generally sitemaps can be further divided to two types:
(1) HTML page listing which is used for easy navigation for web-users. These are divided into sections and categories depending on the size and pages a website contains.
(2) XML Sitemap-It was introduced by Google for dynamic web-pages. It helps crawlers to crawl webpages developed in Flash or AJAX [27] . It is more precise than normal HTML pages as syntax errors are not tolerated.
Sample coding for XML Sitemap:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <urlset xmlns="http://www.sitemaps.org/schemas/sitemap/0. 
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
1) iral Architecture
In this section architecture of iral is explained. 
a) User Interface
In present system, User Interface allows user to submit their search queries. The UI deployed here is a search box which supports text based searches. User enters the keyword or combination of keywords for any search query. This query will then be forwarded to query processor by using a Hypertext Pre-processor scripting language.
b) Query Processor
Use of query processor is used for explicit notation of user preferences. Query processor is connected to search engines via API (application programming interface) provided by Google and Bing. Other end of query processor is connected to a knowledge base.
c) Search Engines
The use of search engines is vital in retrieving results for queries in Meta search engines. The query process send the keyword to search engines, API's maintains all the required setting for the communication with remote search engines.
Once the keywords are entered in both search engines, they dispatch the results in HTML format known as Search result records (SRRs).
d) Page Retriever
The use of page retriever is to collect all the results from search engines individually. The SRR is dynamically generated web usually enwrapped in HTML tags. It contains useful information such as web-link, domain name, meta-tag, title description and snippet.
e) Page Merger
It is an important application which is used for merging the pages form different search engines. The aligned pages from page retriever is send to page merger where it remove any duplicate pages such as same website link from two different search engine. Duplicate webpages will be removed by assigning hash value to every page and sorting them in hash table. Links which produces same hash value will be considered as duplicates and removed.
f) Knowledge Base
It is to get user query from query processor and find the synonyms of one work query. As there is no database for the system, knowledge base works by sending the query to dictionary.com via its API. The system then gets the results and send it to page ranker where it search for the related keywords in meta description, snippet and title tags.
g) Page Ranker
The purpose of page ranker is to order web-pages according to the ranking algorithm. It use search engine optimization parameters for ranking web-page. The detailed list of parameters and ranking algorithm is described in later section.
2) Ranking Strategy a) PageRank 2
The concept of PageRank [6] in Google has enormous effects on web optimization techniques and the way webpages are constructed for better ranking. PageRank lies in assumption that the link in web page is an on topic link and unbiased link to other website. Web spammers have used several methods to manipulate the ranking algorithms, like using; 'link farm', blog spam, paid page linking and massive link exchanges. These assumptions in PageRank highly reduce the effectiveness of result page ranking.
In 1998 Brin and Page found out page rank formula [6] given by:
In this equation, d is set to 0.85 [6] .
Calculating Page Rank:
2 The name PageRank is a trademark of Google. From recent studies and news it's obvious that search engines keep their algorithms safe and update them frequently. Algorithms are now more sophisticated and improved from the past.
b) Advanced iral Ranking Method
The ranking parameter of page ranking algorithm is modified according to need of this experiment. Using combinations of ranking metrics, algorithms explained above and combing them with other variables a new parameter for setting the page rank of webpages can be derived. The new parameters for ranking have been assigned using following parameters: To see the effects of web-optimization techniques in search results and their relevance to the user query, the following online experiment was performed.
The first batch of experiments was performed using 2 types of keywords: head keywords (they consist of single word) and tail keywords (they are longer in length 3 or more words). This batch included 300 students randomly selected. They were asked to use below keywords and rate the search engines in a scale of 5, where 1 is the least preferred and 5 is the most.
Keywords used: 'alcoholism' and 'local computer shop'
IV. LIMITATIONS
This paper offers quantitative methods for obtaining the results. There are many factors which affect the ranking of any webpage. These factors are kept secret by search engines to keep secure their ranking algorithms. General SEO techniques were used for experiments but it was hard to draw any general conclusion from retrieved results due to limitation of queries used and people engaged. 3 Only white hat techniques are used V. CONCLUSION We presented an approach for using SEO technique for retrieving relevant data from search engines. The iral ranking algorithm uses search engine optimization factors to assign heuristic page rank to search engine result pages and display them to the users. Experimental results have proved that iral Meta search engine with average precision of 0.48 has outperformed Google (0.44) and Bing (0.31) search engines. Initial results were promising and findings revealed that search engine optimization is useful in categorizing web data effectively and ranking based on these parameters can achieve results more beneficial for user query thus increasing user satisfaction.
Advanced iral Meta search ranking algorithm has proved to be effective and efficient for head term keywords. The iral Meta search engine is online for users and there is interesting possibility for learning lifetime. The system will improve over the time and interactive feedbacks from user will help in future changes.
Interestingly, it was observed that high level of web-page optimization is useful when search algorithms of search engines are less accurate. Results also provides important recommendation to webmasters that optimization to certain level helps website ranking and indexing but using black hat SEO techniques may cause webpage been banned from search engines.
Future work involves, incorporating more search engines in the study, providing more queries and have a larger user base. Parameters for page ranking change frequently; an intense study is needed for throwing light to this ever changing topic. 
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